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The Platform

We support 
12 exceptional small charities



The children we support  
are facing a wide range of issues

Bullying
Mental health

 issues

Suicide

Death of a
parent or sibling

Poverty and 
disadvantage

Providing care for 
a family member

Imprisonment 
of a parent

HIV
Leaving the 
care system

Physical
disability

Learning difficulty

Being released 
from custody

Exclusion 
from school

LGBT issues

Hospitalisation



Our charity partners 
change young lives using…

Effective Methods
Therapy

Intensive mentoring
Career support
Peer networks
Helpline work

Training 
Family workshops

Counselling

Engaging Activities
Creative arts

Recording audiobooks
Making films

Surfing
Football

Team sports
Residential trips

Music
Drama & theatre



Our charity partners work across the UK  
and many work nationally



Football Beyond Borders

The Wave Project 



We’ve given £860,000 away 
and we’re aiming to make it £1m by 2020

We specialise in unlocking income from 
the two groups small charities find most 

challenging to fundraise from
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“The grants received from Raise Your Hands 
make an important contribution to our income. 
Unrestricted funds are crucial to the survival of 
small charities; however, gifts of this nature are 
difficult to come by, particularly those  
of a large size. We are therefore  
very grateful to Raise Your  
Hands for this vital support  
which helps us run on  
a daily basis.”

“Thanks to RYH we are now 
the chosen charity of the  
JD Sports Foundation!”

(Kidscape have also received support from JD Sports 
Foundation thanks to support from RYH)

“Raise Your Hands have 
really helped and did 
exactly what they said on 
the tin! They really listen!”

What our charities 
say about us



Mousetrap

Create



Create
Anthony is 12 and cares for his brother  
who has autism. 

“I look after him after school and on weekends. I 
remember helping him when I was a toddler - he 
struggled to learn to speak so I would help him 
communicate. Being a young carer has affected 
my life in lots of ways, good and bad - it’s really 
important that every now and then we get 
together and have a chance to do something 
that’s just for us. When you spend time with 
other young carers you can share your problems 
and experiences, which is really important.”

Hannah, his project worker, said that 
before Create, Anthony was shy and 
struggled with socialising with other 
young people. She’s really impressed 
with the increased confidence and 
social skills he’s developed from 
the Create workshops and how he’s 
applied them to other areas of his life.

The children we support



PAPYRUS
Lauren first attempted to take her own life when  
she was 13 and several times in the years that 
followed.  She didn’t know what was happening,  
just that she wanted to die.

“I was brought up in an erratic family. Things 
weren’t so great growing up and I didn’t know 
how to deal with my emotions or distress. One 
winter I tried to take my own life four times and 
ended up in a coma, sectioned and admitted into 
a psychiatric hospital. I believed I had to kill myself 
on specific dates or something bad would happen 
to my family. I was diagnosed with Borderline 
Personality Disorder and OCD. 

I found out about Papyrus from a girl 
who was taking part in one of their 
community projects near me.  
I wish I had known about them  
years before.

Things are so much better than 
before as I am able to deal with 
situations without hurting myself or 
trying to end my life. I am so grateful.”
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